Worksheet 2. Vocabulary practice

Complete each sentence with the correct word from the word pool.

a. authority  e. contradict  i. luxury
b. chatter     f. cross         j. manners
c. company    g. elders         k. rise
d. contempt   h. gobble         l. tyrant

1. Ann loves great comfort and expensive things. She likes _____.
2. You can refer to people older than you are as your _____.
3. If you dislike somebody and don’t respect them at all, you have _____ for them.
4. A person with power over others, and who uses this power in a cruel or unfair way is a _____.
5. When you disagree with someone and say that the opposite is true, you _____ that person.
6. A good teacher is kind and understanding, but also has ____ in his or her classroom.
7. People often talk quickly in a friendly way without stopping, especially about things that are not serious or important. We can say that they _____.
8. Sometimes a hungry person will _____ up food very quickly, in an impolite or greedy way.
9. When you are not alone, when you are with other people, you are in the _____ of others.
10. These children have good ______. They eat in the correct way, speak politely, and show respect to others.